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”Natural light has always fascinated me”> Filip Vandewal
Director of photography
The movie “Last Summer” of director of photography Filip Vandewal is a translation in images of “the
movie of a generation”
“Natural light has always fascinated me enormously, explains Filip Vandewal, even when I’m walking in
the street I’m sensitive to it, I’m looking for contrast. With light there is always something new to
discover, especially for perfectionists like me. I've wanted to learn new things my entire life and this is
just the beginning of a long journey…”.
It was an obvious choice that Filip would choose to become a director of photography. After studying
several years at the RITS1 in Brussels, he began his career as a electrician on film sets. “At school, we only
studied theory; at least on set I could see how people did their job”. Without ever being a
camera‐assistant but knowing how to operate all cameras (he won’t let an assistant to do it), he lit the
student film “Moonglow” in 2004. The film won awards in Belgium and in the same year was nominated
at the Cannes film festival for “best short film”. Strengthen by this promising start Filip Vandewal made
his second short film, “Last Summer”, which also picked up awards in Belgium. the film, directed by Joost
Wynant has now become a feature.
1 Erasmus

university Brussels department RITS

“Like in the short, the story is about four teenage boys who have started to discover life and girls. The
film takes place in the Belgian countryside where the arrival of a young girl disrupts the boys summer.
Although the film is shot in only 25 days, “The Last Summer “ offered Filip Vandewal the chance to prove
himself as a cinematographer. “The subject appeals to me, he says enthusiastically. I’m twenty‐five
myself, I’m still young and on set I could relate to the actors, I think that’s why I could light it so well. In
this profession the actors are the most important factor. Before I decide where to put the camera, I
watch the rehearsals, while the director is concentrating on the actors, I’m looking at their physical
reactions. In the film I’ve lit the actors as naturally as possible. For the background we worked with
different colors. Most of the audience won’t notice it, but they’ll feel it. This small alteration of reality
decides the look of the film. The framing and lighting was inspired by Francis Ford Coppola's “Rumble
fish”.
Most of the film is shot on wide angle lens (we used a lot 9.5mm, sometimes even for close‐ups. Even a
12 mm was considered a tele lens for us. However the film was shot in august when the weather was
mostly bad. “It rained nearly every day, it was very often difficult, recalls Filip Vandewal. To “save” the
exterior shoot, we needed to cover a couple of square meters of the set and I overexposed the
background about two or three stops. This way the rain was less visible and it felt like the sun was
shining.
All the interior shoots were shot with Kodak Vision2 500T 7218. It's the third time I've used this film
stock. What I liked about it is it holds a lot of details in the blacks and leaves you quite a bit of range in
the grading, especially in the masks. Nowadays on set you need to work faster and faster, you can’t

shoot without keeping color‐ grading in account to alternate a gradation or making the background a
little darker.
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